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  Badger, Beano and the Magic Mushroom (books, 1-3) Jack
Scoltock,2019
  Badger, Beano & the Magic Mushroom Jack Scoltock,Jeannette
Dunne,1990-01-01
  Badger, Beano and the Magic Mushroom Jack Scoltock,2019-07-12
They call him Badger because of the white streak down the middle of
his black hair... But in the Land of Beyond, he is known as the Grey
One and he has fantastic powers... Beano is his faithful dog...BEYOND
is a strange land indeed, a roller-coaster of fantasy, magic and,
adventure. Here are, the Lord of the Unicorns, the evil Mefistofeles,
the golden rabbit, the terrible Grack, the Belt and the Ancients and
Druids, Banshees, Harpies, Thralls - a host of weird and wonderful
powers.There is trouble in the Land of Beyond; only the Grey One
can save it from catastrophe, and Badger is the Grey One...
  Wired For God? Charles Foster,2011-12-08 Human religious
experiences are remarkably uniform; many can be pharmacologically
induced. Recent research into the neurology of religious experience
has shown that, when worshipping or praying, a certain part of the
brain, apparently dormant during other activities, becomes active.
What does all this mean for those of faith and those with none? In this
fascinating book barrister Charles Foster takes a survey of the
evidence - from shamans to medieval mystics, to out-of-body
experiences and epilepsy, via Jerusalem and middle-class Christianity
- and assesses its significance. Written in short, accessible chapters, this
is a fascinating tour of religious and mystical experiences and their
relation to human physiology.
  Geek Lust Alex Langley,2013-10-11 Get Your Geek On! Unless
you're horndog Howard Wolowitz from The Big Bang Theory, the
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words geek and lust are seldom found in the same sentence. Until
now, bub. Whether it's the most recent tweet from Felicia Day, the
newest book from Terry Pratchett, or the latest anything from Joss
Whedon, the world is a smoking hot, happening place for Geeks.
Geek Lust, a humorous celebration of Geekdom's frenzied desires,
heats it up like 1.21 Giga-Suns. It spotlights some of the awesomest
real and fictional geeks in history, including Einstein, Madame Curie,
Nerdist Chris Hardwick, and Steve Urkel (!); features classic science
fiction and horror stories; the greatest experiences to have playing
video games; gadgets gone wild; various top lists such as the hottest
cryptids; and things from Star Wars that could be euphemisms for
your genitals. If you yearn for time travel, robotics and cloning; if
Kirk still captains your imagination; and if, when all is said and done,
you still can't decide between Linda Carter's Wonder Woman or
Lucy Lawless's Xena, Warrior Princess, welcome to Geek Lust. And
by the way, is it hot in here or did the next-generation iPhone just
drop?
  Forever Yours Samu Haber,2020-10-14 Burning ambition, brutal
setbacks, meteoric rises, and unbelievable coincidences. Teetering on
the edge of the abyss, risking everything, and reaching multi-national
stardom. Not to mention life choices that could have sent the whole
story in an entirely different direction. The life of Samu Haber – front
man of Finnish rock band Sunrise Avenue (Hollywood Hills, Fairytale
Gone Bad) and celebrity judge on The Voice of Germany – has been
one stupendous roller-coaster ride. His passion for music has been the
constant that kept him sane throughout. Written in a brisk, engaging
– and characteristically charming – style, this exclusive autobiography
is Samu's true story: from shady encounters, narrow escapes, and a
barrage of record-company rejections to muscling his own way into
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pan-European music stardom. With vivid recall and total candour,
Samu charts his determined path to success – but also the price he and
loved ones paid along the way: burnout, broken relationships, artistic
crises, and one close call after another. At turns tender, hilarious, and
incredible, this thrilling full-disclosure read is a must for all Sunrise
Avenue fans and for anyone that dreams of something other than the
ordinary.
  Exercises for Programmers Brian P. Hogan,2015-09-04 When you
write software, you need to be at the top of your game. Great
programmers practice to keep their skills sharp. Get sharp and stay
sharp with more than fifty practice exercises rooted in real-world
scenarios. If you're a new programmer, these challenges will help you
learn what you need to break into the field, and if you're a seasoned
pro, you can use these exercises to learn that hot new language for
your next gig. One of the best ways to learn a programming language
is to use it to solve problems. That's what this book is all about. Instead
of questions rooted in theory, this book presents problems you'll
encounter in everyday software development. These problems are
designed for people learning their first programming language, and
they also provide a learning path for experienced developers to learn
a new language quickly. Start with simple input and output
programs. Do some currency conversion and figure out how many
months it takes to pay off a credit card. Calculate blood alcohol content
and determine if it's safe to drive. Replace words in files and filter
records, and use web services to display the weather, store data, and
show how many people are in space right now. At the end you'll
tackle a few larger programs that will help you bring everything
together. Each problem includes constraints and challenges to push
you further, but it's up to you to come up with the solutions. And
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next year, when you want to learn a new programming language or
style of programming (perhaps OOP vs. functional), you can work
through this book again, using new approaches to solve familiar
problems. What You Need: You need access to a computer, a
programming language reference, and the programming language
you want to use.
  Unruly Media Carol Vernallis,2013-11 Unruly Media is the first
book to account for the current audiovisual landscape across media and
platform. It includes new theoretical models and close readings of
current media as well as the oeuvre of popular and influential
directors.
  The Media Swirl Carol Vernallis,2023-02-20 From fan-generated
content on TikTok to music videos, the contemporary media landscape
is becoming ever more vast, spectacular, and intense. In The Media
Swirl Carol Vernallis examines short-form audiovisual
media—Beyoncé’s Lemonade, brief sequences from Baz Luhrmann’s
The Great Gatsby, TikTok challenges, YouTube mashups,
commercials, and many other examples—to offer ways of
understanding digital media. She analyzes music videos by Beyoncé,
Lady Gaga, Janelle Monáe, Kendrick Lamar, Anderson .Paak, and
others to outline how sound and image enhance each other and shape
a viewer’s mood. Responding to today’s political-media landscape
through discussions of Fox News and Presidential inaugurations,
Vernallis shows how a media literacy that exceeds newscasts and
campaign advertising is central to engaging with the democratic
commons. Forays into industry studies, neuroscience, and ethics also
inform her readings. By creating our own content and knowing what
corporations, the wealthy, and the government do through media,
Vernallis contends, we can create a more just world.
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  Professional ADO.NET 2 Wallace B. McClure,Gregory A.
Beamer,John J. Croft, IV,J. Ambrose Little,Bill Ryan,Phil
Winstanley,David Yack,Jeremy Zongker,2005-12-13 ADO.NET
revolutionized the way data was accessed through SQL Server, Oracle,
and MySQL. With Microsoft's release of ADO.NET 2, ADO and the
.NET Framework are integrated with SQL Server for the first time-
enabling you to program .NET applications directly within the SQL
Server database. Packed with sample code and recommended best
practices for using ADO.NET 2, this code-intensive book explores the
new data types that are available in the 2.0 Framework and discusses
the appropriate time and way to use them. You'll learn how to make
repetitive, mundane tasks much simpler and you'll walk away with a
solid foundation for developing database-driven applications. What you
will learn from this book The basics of creating a connection,
executing a query, and returning a result Best uses for Oracle in the
ADO.NET Framework The many new features that are available for
XML How to use the full text search capabilities of Microsoft(r) SQL
Server 2005 Methods for retrieving data and presenting it in various
ways Why MySQL is a viable option for data storage Who this book is
for This book is for experienced database developers who want to
learn the latest release of ADO.NET 2.0. Knowledge of ADO.NET 1.0,
general .NET development, and Microsoft SQL Server is necessary.
Wrox Professional guides are planned and written by working
programmers to meet the real-world needs of programmers,
developers, and IT professionals. Focused and relevant, they address
the issues technology professionals face every day. They provide
examples, practical solutions, and expert education in new
technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better job.
  The Tale of Benny Badger Arthur Scott Bailey,1919
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  Die for Me Karen Rose,2007-09-01 When a murder victim is
discovered in a Pennsylvania field, a detective and archaeologist must
team up to keep a mysterious killer from carrying out a horrifying
plan to fill empty graves. COME TO ME The first victim is found in a
snow-covered Philadelphia field. Detective Vito Ciccotelli enlists the
aid of archaeologist Sophie Johannsen to determine exactly what lies
beneath the frozen ground. Despite years of unearthing things long
buried, nothing can prepare Sophie for the matrix of graves dug with
chilling precision. The victims buried there haunt her. But the empty
graves terrify her-the killer isn't done yet. SCREAM FOR ME He is
cold and calculating, the master of a twisted game. Even with Vito
and Sophie hot on his trail, he will not stop. One more empty grave
must be filled, and one last scream must be heard-the scream of an
archaeologist who is too close for comfort and too near to resist . . . DIE
FOR ME
  Mushroom (Book Three) James Deeney,2015-05-21 They call him
Badger because of the white streak down the middle of his black
hair... Beano is his faithful dog... Snatched by Curselees and whisked to
the underworld, Badger's father is in danger. Without magic- can
Badger save his father? Badger and Beano fight against time, weird
monsters and mysterious powers. All the while the demons are
licking their lips, as their tendrils close in around Badger's father. And
the evil Curselees lies in wait... A fantasy of mystery from the author
of many fantasy stories, James, J. Deeney. Another roller-coaster of a
ride through the fantastic...
  War Tactic Don Pendleton,2015-08-04 Profit Pirates Tensions
between China and the Philippines are on the rise, and a series of
pirate attacks on Filipino ports and vessels only makes things worse.
Phoenix Force discovers that the pirates are armed with American
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weapons. As they struggle to neutralize the threat on the sea, Able
Team must hunt down the mastermind behind the attacks before the
United States is forced into war. Stony Man The best military fighters
and cyber techs from around the world, the Stony Man teams are on
the front lines of America's war against terror, wherever it takes
them. These elite black ops warriors put their lives on the line in the
name of freedom.
  Beryl the Badger Jason Hook,1994
  The Complete Idiot's Guide to Memes Damon Brown,John
Gunders Ph.D.,2010-10-05 The ways of memes. Memes are viruses of
the mind—symbols, ideas, or practices that are transmitted through
speech, gestures, and rituals. Understanding how symbols like the
peace sign or ad slogans like Where's the beef? or viral videos become
part of our common culture has become a primary focus of sales and
marketing companies across the globe. The Complete Idiot's Guide® to
Memes explains how memes work, how they spread, and what
memes tell us about how we make sense of our world. • First book to
cover all types of memes, including viral memes in the digital age •
Features the Most Influential Memes in History and the Ten Biggest
Internet Memes
  The Year of the Badger Molly Burkett,1974 A young English boy
recounts his family's experiences with a badger they raise from a sick
baby.
  The Badger Ernest G. Neal,1948 He has made himself into a
photographer, watchman, detective and careful judge. The result is a
monograph on a member of the British fauna which has up to now
had too little regard and respect.
  Objective-C Programming Aaron Hillegass,Mikey
Ward,2013-11-20 Want to write iOS apps or desktop Mac applications?
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This introduction to programming and the Objective-C language is
your first step on the journey from someone who uses apps to
someone who writes them. Based on Big Nerd Ranch's popular
Objective-C Bootcamp, Objective-C Programming: The Big Nerd
Ranch Guide covers C, Objective-C, and the common programming
idioms that enable developers to make the most of Apple technologies.
Compatible with Xcode 5, iOS 7, and OS X Mavericks (10.9), this guide
features short chapters and an engaging style to keep you motivated
and moving forward. At the same time, it encourages you to think
critically as a programmer. Here are some of the topics covered: Using
Xcode, Apple’s documentation, and other tools Programming basics:
variables, loops, functions, etc. Objects, classes, methods, and messages
Pointers, addresses, and memory management with ARC Properties
and Key-Value Coding (KVC) Class extensions Categories Classes from
the Foundation framework Blocks Delegation, target-action, and
notification design patterns Key-Value Observing (KVO) Runtime
basics
  Badger Daniel Heath Justice,2014-10-15 Fierce, menacing, and
mysterious, badgers have fascinated humans as living animals, abstract
symbols, or commercial resources for thousands of years—often to their
detriment. With their reputation for determined self-defense, they
have been brutalized by hunters and sportsmen, while their
association with the mythic underworld has made them idealized
symbols of earth-based wisdom and their burrowing habits have
resulted in their widespread persecution as pests. In this highly
illustrated book, Daniel Heath Justice provides the first global cultural
history of the badger in over thirty years. From the iconic European
badger and its North American kin to the African honey badger and
Southeast Asian hog badger, Justice considers the badger’s evolution
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and widespread distribution alongside its current, often-imperiled
status throughout the world. He travels from natural history and life
in the wild to the folklore, legends, and spiritual beliefs that badgers
continue to inspire, while also exploring their representation and
exploitation in industry, religion, and the arts. Tracing the complex
and contradictory ways in which this fascinating animal endures,
Badger will appeal to anyone interested in a deeper understanding of
these much-maligned creatures.
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